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The Now Flow Worksheet 

 

The Now Flow is about calling in what is already yours and claiming it.  

 

“The metaphor is, if someone owed you some money but had not paid you yet 

and it was making you feel worried and anxious; then one day they called up 

and said, “Hey, the cheque is in the post.” You might notice you get an 

immediate sense of relief. The cheque has not been credited in the bank 

account yet, but it’s on its way. Just the thought of it being on its way is a 

different vibration to the worry and anxiety about whether or not you will 

receive it.” 

 

The Claiming Part Is The Change In Vibration.  

 

“Similarly, if you wanted to lose weight and one of the ways you felt that you 

were losing weight was when you stepped on the scales and saw the number 

coming down. So, you would imagine stepping on the scales and the number 

coming down. There is a vibration that is created when you notice the number 

reduce. This vibration calls the weight loss in. Now the important thing is to call 

it in as if it’s already happening.” 

 

1. “So, imagine what you want, call it in and notice how you feel about it. 

Does it feel free or is there an emotion there? Notice if there is any fear 
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there. How does it make you feel?” If there is any emotional hook, 

proceed to the next step. If not, just stay with visualising what you want 

and move to Step 5. 

 

2. Bring into the awareness the emotion associated with it. Welcome this 

emotion entirely. Place your hands on your heart and collarbone and 

say, “I welcome this too. I allow this too. This is welcome. You are 

welcome.” 

 

3. Keep welcoming the emotion till it feels like that emotion is no longer 

there. Then bring up the image, sense or sound of what you want and 

ask yourself how it feels now. 

 

4. If there is any remaining emotion or resistance where it feels like it 

cannot be claimed, welcome that too and if not, go to the next step.  

 

5. Imagine the image, sense or sound of what you want again. Bring it into 

your heart and say out loud, “I claim you too. You are welcome. You are 

mine. We are each-others. I claim you too.”  

 

Igniting the Vibration Associated with What You Want 

1. You need to begin by asking yourself, "What is it that you want and how 

you do know that you want it?" 
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2. When you do receive what you want, how do you feel? 

 
3. If you doubt yourself once you receive it, ask yourself, “What do I feel 

when I’m no longer doubting myself?” 

 
4. There are two layers that come in during this transition. 

a. “I want …., but I am scared that I’m going to …. and I don’t like it 

and I don’t want it.” 

b. “I want to be …., but even if I do get it, I still doubt if it’s true or 

not.” 

 
5. We start working on the second level of this vibration. 

 

Process of Ignition: 

1. Begin by taking a gentle breath in and out, with your eyes closed.  

 

2. As you close your eyes, imagine the thing you want, whatever area of 

life it is in. 

 
3. Bring it into your awareness and notice that it has come in and you can 

feel it to be real. 

 
4. Feel its vibration set in.  
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5. As you feel this, ask yourself, “Does it feel free and okay or is there some 

kind of fear here?” 

 
6. For those who have a fear, welcome that fear. For those that don’t, stay 

with the vibration.  

 
7. Open your eyes.                   

 

How To Make An Intuitive Decision Process 

There are a couple of steps that you will need to follow in order to make an 

intuitive decision, like 

1. Bring each option into your energy system and awareness, one by one. 

 

2. Contemplate and ask yourself how you feel about these options. 

 

3. Come to a neutral space about them. 

 

4. Then, bring your next option into your energy system. 

 

5. Again, ask yourself how you feel about this option. 

 
6. Compare & contrast both these options and notice which one of them 

you feel most drawn to. 

 
7. Read the flow again and see if it works for you.                              
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